
Literature 
Reviews



Talking about the literature…

– “What does the literature show us?”

– “Connect your ideas to the literature.”

– “Survey the literature on the topic.”



What is ‘the literature’?

What it IS:
– A published record of research (Scholarly 

Communication).  Typically:
– Peer-reviewed journal papers
– Peer-reviewed conference papers

– Indexed, searchable with research databases



The literature is NOT

What it IS NOT:
– Common knowledge

– i.e., handily summarized in Wikipedia

– Easy to find
– If you just googled it, you overlooked something.

– Available freely online (mostly)
– This distinction can be hard to see on campus: the “free” 

internet vs. library subscriptions



What does a Literature Review 
DO?
A Literature review:

 Surveys scholarly sources relevant to an area of research, or 
theory

 Offers an overview of significant literature published on a topic

 Provides a summary, and critical evaluation of work done; 
strengths and weaknesses of existing research

 Gives context for future research by telling the story of work done 
so far

(adapted from http://library.ucsc.edu/ref/howto/ literaturereview.html)

http://library.ucsc.edu/ref/howto/literaturereview.html


Look at ‘relevant’ work

Establish the state of the art in the area that you are working in.

– For investigative research
– reviewing the academic literature.

– For design projects
– identifying current approaches to solving the problem of interest (or similar 

problems)

– For industrial projects
– Reviewing standards and current operating practices. 



Objectives of Literature Reviews

 Establish research context; Show why a question is significant

 Synthesize previous research, including gaps and flaws

Demonstrate your knowledge of  the field

 Ensure that research has not been done before

Point the way to future research

 *The gap in the literature is the justification for your research 





How long? How Broad? 

– In proportion to the larger document of which it is part.

– THESIS

– Usually a single chapter 

– PhD – big: 15-30 pages, I expect to see min 100 references…

– PAPER (journal or conference )

– Proportional to length and scope of the paper 

– Usually a few/several paragraphs



Basic Tools

Internet search engines can help identify sources. 
– Google, Wikipedia etc can and should be used as a starting point

– Can help identify relevant publications, basic definitions, formulae. 

It is generally UNACCEPTABLE to reference non-academic internet 
sources (e.g. Wikipedia) in a thesis/paper/report

– The reviewing and control of posted data ranges from inconsistent to non-existent. 

– It can be difficult to assess the expertise (or motives) of the poster.

– Essentially, these are anonymous sources.



Expert Material

– A research report should rely on peer reviewed and/or edited 
materials such as
– Academic Books

– Scientific Journal Articles

– Scientific Conference Proceedings

– The uOttawa library is an excellent research library

– Can get stuff even if not at library now



Tools

– Search Tools: I typically use
– Google Scholar

– Scopus -> if you are off-campus you need to start at the library website

– Web of Science -> same

– Reference manager (pick one and stick with it)
– Zotero

– Mendeley

– Readcube

– Refworks



Questions that come up…

– How do I know I have the “right stuff”?

– How do I know when I’m done?

– How do I know what’s important?



Keeping track of your findings

 Use a citation management system
◦ Such as RefWorks, Zotero, Mendeley, etc.

◦ One word for these: invaluable. You are absolutely doing more work in NOT 
learning about these.

 Always get the complete citation information
◦ Article title, journal title, author, year/volume, pages, abstract

 Keep track of searches, notes, ideas, etc. 

 Fully citing sources = avoiding plagiarism



Models of Literature Review Structures

“Stringing” Model:  
Organization of a Simple 

Summary review

– Introduction
• Paragraph 1:  Summary or

description of article 1
• Paragraph 2:  Summary or 

description of article 2
• Paragraph 3:  Summary or 

description of article 3
– …and on…
– Summary and conclusions 

“Synthesis” Model:  
Paper showing Synthesis of Sources and 

Sequencing by Theme

– Introduction--Introduce context, 
topic, importance, research 
questions, overview 

• Theme A:  Introduce concept or 
theme, discuss/compare the 
relevant parts of papers 1, 3, and 4

• Theme B:  …
• Theme C:  …
– Final paragraphs --Summarize and 

highlight conclusions, unresolved 
issues, identify possible next steps 
in research and/or practice.



Minimum information 

You will need at a minimum for each paper you read

1. The FULL bibliographic/Reference page/Works Cited page 
citation;

2. The methodology     (what they did, how they did it)

3. The major findings (what did they find?)

4. Weaknesses and strengths    



‘Critical review’ of papers 

Things to think about when reviewing papers
1. Qualitative or quantitative?
2. Was study is experimental or just theoretical? Both?
3. Did not: do/consider/model
4. If an experiment, how were subjects/samples selected/assigned? 

chosen test conditions?
5. Cause-and-effect vs. correlation
6. Reliability/repeatability/validity
7. Sampling, demographics, statistical significance



Creating the Outline

1. An introduction the establishes the importance of the topic, the 
scope of the review, and the organization of the paper;

2. THESIS: major section headers and sub-sections 
– As you narrow down the research, the major categories you identify will probably end up being 

the section headers for your paper.

3. IF NOT A THESIS (e.g. paper) – ideas organized into paragraphs 
rather than sections.

4. Summary of findings, implications of findings.



Other Guidelines

1. Do NOT use contractions (do not “don’t”!)
2. Do NOT use first person;
3. ONLY use acronyms AFTER you have defined their meaning;
4. Avoid slang, informal language
5. Make sure that every source you cite in your paper is included in 

the References and vice-versa
6. Be consistent with verb tenses.



Introductions and Summaries

– Include introduction and summary 
– Length is proportional to length of lit review 

– A summary is also a good place to comment on the problems with 
the research (this can be short!)

CARVE OUT “THE HOLE” FOR YOUR WORK



In summary…

– A literature review CRITICALLY reviews the relevant literature in your area

– The main objective is to convince the reader of the necessity to do the work 
you are proposing to do.

– GAP IN THE LITERATURE = NEED FOR YOUR WORK
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